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JUNIOR DANGE PLANS BENGALS WILL MEET FURMAN HURRICANE
FRANK T. WATKINS ADDRESSES STUDENTS
IN ANNUAL THANKSGIVING DAY CLASH
ON MERITS OF S. C. GROWN FOODSTUFFS ARE NEARGOMPLETION
Jack Wardlaw and His CaroliWill Play on Manly Field in
Mineral and Iodine Content of
PHOTO
WORK
ON
TAPS
na Tarheels Wiil Play For
BOY
SGOUT
SEMINAR
Greenville
Vegetables to be Exploited
the Prom
HERE NOV. 30-DEG. 5 The Junior Dancing Club, accord- PROGRESSES RAPIDLY When the Clemson Tiger meets the
Frank T. Watkins, prominent at-

Ml

torney of Anderson, who is General chairman of the South Carolina
Progress Association, addressed the
Olemson College student body November 12 on the work of the
organization in putting forward the
merits of "South Carolina grown
food".
The specific objectives of the Association include further investigation and advertisement of the peculiar merits of South Carolina
grown products. At present, several
large corporations are experimenting in South Carolina—milk companies, canning concerns, and others—largely because forward looking and courageous citizens have
been working to show the world
what we have. This is the type of
effort, according to Mr. Watkins,
which will bring about diversification and more stable farming conditions in the future.
After exhaustive analysis and research work by Dr. William Weston
of Columbia, the Chemical Staff of
Clemson, and various other scientific bodies, the fact has been definitely established that the foodstuffs
of South Carolina rank second to
none in iodine , and other mineral
content. All of the foremost scientists of the day wholeheartedly agree
that the quality of the South Carolina products is so much in advance
of that of other states that no adequate comparison can be made.
Dr. J. IF. McClendon, of the University of Minnesota, states that
this is the most important discovery
of the century; he even goes so far
as to import South Carolina vegetables hundreds of miles that his
family might use them»exclusively.
Dr. McClendon has also made an
appeal to Dr. McFadden, the eminent health specialist, to place his
proposed five million dollar health
institute here in South Carolina.
Dr. MoLeod, president of the
South Carolina Progress Association, states that one hundred thousand dollars is needed for the furthering of the plan for the State's
advancement in the matter of diversified farming.
He says that
•practically the entire amount has
already been raised and that the
remainder will be acquired Shortly.
The outlined plan is that twentyfive thousand dollars will go to
Clemson to be spent in reasearch
and investigation of live-stock food;
twenty-five thousand dollars to the
State Board of Dieticians and to
the Charleston Medical College for
the study of foods for human consumption; 'five thousand dollars
will go to set up a Bureau for the
distribution of Scientific Literature
to the farmers; the remaining money will be used to "sell South Carolina", or to inform the world at
large of the potentialities of South
Carolina food production.
South Carolina, according to Mr.
Watkins, has had three .periods of
agricultural properity: the indigo,
rice, and cotton planting periods.
These periods are now past, and
South Carolina is on the verge of
a "diversified" period of porsperity
—greater than any prosperity she
has ever before enjoyed.
Once each week Clemson College
(Continued on page two)

ing to C. F. Earnhardt, president,
Prominent Scout Executives to s making rapid progress in preparation for the approaching Junio.'
Have Charge of Program
Prom which is to be held on November 27.
Jack Wardlaw and
A Seminar of Scout executives of His Tarheel Orchestra has been
South Carolina, Georgia, and North Car- ".efinitely contracted with to furnich
olina will be held at Clemson College he all-important and vitally necssfrom November 30, to December 5. The :ary music for the occasion.
Most schools and colleges are
Regional Director, Mr. Kenneth G.
iving the student bodies a weeli
Bentz of Atlanta, is to be present and
end holiday over Thanksgiving, and
make an address in chapel. A member
many of these young people are
of the National Cotinf.fi from New
b'ork will also be present to participate expected to attend. Invitations are
in the conferences and aid in the train- being sent out all cjver this section
Df the country; posters advertising
ing activities. The program, as so far
ne affair have been placed in al.
arranged, is divided into three distinct
nearby towns; announcements ana
parts. First, the one organized by the
publicity of various sorts are beins,
Scout executives themselves; second
un in all the leading newspapers
the program arranged for the Scout
over the state.
meeting by the members of the Clemson
Jack Wardlaw's orchestra waij
College staff; and third, a Scout trainpreviously connected with the Uniing period to be held during the afterversity of North Carolina buz :s
noons and evenings. In these meetings
now an entirely professional band,
the Scout executives will themselves
and since that time', has been fur
train Clemson College men for Scout nishlng dance music for summer
work. The help and cooperation of all and winter resorts. His orchestra
Eagle Scouts is asked in this work.
is reported to be exceptionally good
A very attractive program has been this year. This dance is going to
planned for this meeting. Some of the be the best of the year, according
subjects of talks are as follows: Modern to officers of the club, so make a
Educational Methods, Nature Study, Re- late with that girl early and avoid
ligious Education and Scouting, Handi- he rush.—W. G. A.
craft in Camp, Scouting and Crime, and
The Museum. Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of Clemson College, is to make the
opening address, and Dr. F. H. H. Calhcun will speak on the subject of Maps.
About ten men, all of whom are outstanding executives in national and regional Scout work, will be. at Clemson
during the period of this Seminar. The Regimental Championship to be
purpose of the Seminar is, primarily, to
Decided in Final Series
get Clemson boys interested in being
Scout Masters, and to encourage boys
The Company Basketball Tournawho are already actively interested in ment beginning today will last
Scout work to continue their Scout ac- through next Wednesday afternoon
when the Regimental Championtivities.
ship game will be played.
Every
company including the Staff, and
Drum and Bugle Corps will be
entered.
The series of games already played have put the teams in
good shape and some fine games
should be played.
Schedules are posted at the Y
Speaks at Junior Chamber of desk and at the Guard Room
The schedule of tournament games
Commerce Dinner; Amelia
for the first rounds follows:
Earhardt Honor Guest
iC vs I Wednesday at 4:15
F vs L Wednesday at 5:00
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Director of the
D vs M Thursday at 4:15
Arts and Science Department of
B vs H Thursday at 5:00
Clemson College, delivered on the
G vs K Thursday at 6:45
evening of November 13 an adStaff vs D & B c Thursdress to the Junior Chamber of
day at 7:20
Commerce of Greenville and disA and E drew a bye.
tinguished guests, including Amelia
A plays the winner of C vs I
Earhardt, first woman trans-Atat 4:15 Friday.
lantic flyer, at the Annual Ladies
E plays the winner of L vs F
Night Banquet of this progressive
at 5:00 Friday.
organization.
See when you are scheduled to
Dr. Daniel spoke in a light vein play and have your team there on
for a few minutes, making some time.
If you cannot play at the
of his auditors victims of his quips, scheduled time make arrangements
but he soon arrived at his subject, a day before hand to change the
The Marks of a Gentleman.
He time of the game.
quoted definitions from Cardinal
Newman, Balzac, and Dorothy Dix
and concluded therefrom that a ing dishonestv in American governgentleman was a person of such ment and urging his auditors to beattributes that he inflicted as little come the heroic reformers.
Dr. Daniel acted as toastmaster
pain as possible on others.
He referred to manners as the of the banquet of the Carolinas'
outward trait of a gentleman and Insurance Convention which was
then stressed that true breeding re- held November 14 in Charlotte, N.
sulted from kindness and loyalty C.;. a gathering which drew together
leading business men from all
of heart.
I Dr. Daniel ended his speech ecor- over both CaTolinas.—W. G. A.

COMPANY BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT BEGINS

DR. D. W, DANIEL MAKES
ADDRESS INGREENVILLE

General Plan For Make-up of Furman Hurricane on Manly Field
thanksgiving Day, there's going to be a
Annual Almost Completed
roaring and gnashing of teeth such as
Work on "Taps" is rapidly being car- will make the blood of spectators frou,
ried forward and it is only a matter miles and miles around tingle with the
of several months until the book will thrill and chill of a battle to the death
go to press. The photographic work between two powerful and determined
was delayed for some time as a result football elevens.
'1 he Turkey Day game marks the exof a controversy. The matter has been
straightened out, however, and the pho- piration of the 1031 Clemson schedule,
tographer has been busy for three weeks. and win or lose, the Tiger is going to
Almost all individual pictures have be out for blood and revenge. This 1931
been taken and work on group pictures outfit may not be the best Uemson has
started several days ago. Some of the e\er produced in point of games won
senior proofs are back already and more and touchdowns amassed, but she can
are expected at any time. All pictures well be proud of such a scrappy, fighting
are expected to be finished by December bunch of red-blooded he-men who don't
know how to give up. Anybody, or
1st.
The snapshot contest closed today. A any team, can keep going with victory
lack of interest has been shown in this on his side, but it takes plenty of that
contest for some unexplainable reason. old intestinal fortitude to keep up a deQuite a few "shots" have been handed termined fight until the final gun with
m, however, and a larger space is to be certain defeat staring you in the face.
And that is exactly what Clemson has
devoted to them in the annual, than ha:;
lone throughout the whole season, and In
been allotted in past issues.
The Beauty Section of "Taps" will practically every game she has played.
continue to accept pictures until Thanks- Against such powerful opponents as
giving. Efforts are being made to se- Tennessee, Alabama, and South Carolina
cure Rolf Armstrong to judge the beau- the Tigers have, in the face of irreconties. Those intending to submit photos cilable defeat, shown such a stiff-lipped
are urged to do so as soon as possible, fight, and such a never-say-die spirit of
by the editor-in-chief, B. E. B. Snow- battle as to arouse the unstinted admiration of friend and foe alike. This indeden.
The 1931-32 issue of the Clemson an- fatigable animosity of the Tiger is going
nual will consist of approximately 320 t) have a great deal to do with the
pages. The printing is to be done by result of the conflict with the HurriFoote & Davies, Atlanta, Ga., and the cane.
However, if the prognostication of
engraving is to be done by Prixley, also
this
game were left wholly to the judgof Atlanta. The art work is to be done
by Reid Hearn, who did this work last ment of Old Man Statistics, he would
probably give the upper hand to the Bapyear.
More money has been collected to date tists. Considering her record as a whole,
than last year at this time, and if the the Hurricane has the edge over the
lay-out, which has been planned by the Bengals in terms of victories and scores.
"Taps" staff is carried out, this annual The Hurricane has had its hours of
will probably surpass last year's book glorious triumph, as for example her
in more ways than one. The star! is 33 to 7 victory over the CitadecTlast
doing it's utmost to rush up all depart- Saturday. Just as surely though, has it
ments of work as much as possible, and tasted the dregs of ignominious defeat;
in all probability the annual will be dis- to witness, the Carolina fiasco which
gave Furman the short end of a 27 to o
tributed by March 1.—G. C.
score.
Taking Carolina as a standard of
measurement, Clemson has a margin of
one touchdown over Furman. Carolina
scored only three touchdowns on the Tigers, while she accounted for four
against the Hurricane. On the other
Given in Honor of New Initiates hand the Citadel downed the Bengals by
a single touchdown, while Furman led
The Alpha Chaper of Tau Beta
Pi fraternity formally initiated 12
(Continued on page seven)
new members on November 10. After the initiation the Chapter held
in Anderson their ifirst social function of the school year. The banquet was attended by twenty-two
student members, and also by the
ten faculty members of the chapter.
Tau Beta Pi is a national honor- Nine Initiates Join College
ary fraternity for the engineering
Club
students. Membership in this fraternity is one of the highest honors
that can be conferred on a student
At the last meeting of the 4-H
engineer, for the requirements are club a formal initiation was held
among the highest, as far as char- for the purpose of taking into the
acter and scholastic standing, of club nine new members.
Among
any fraternity in the nation.
the old members as well as the
There are sixty-one chapters in new ones there was shown considerthe United States established in the able interest
leading engineering schools of each
This year promises to be one of
State. The local chapter of which the most sucecssful of the club's
Cadet Col. P. N. Calhoun of Co- history.
lumbus, Georgia, is the president,
Due to the courtesy of Captain
is the only chapter in South Caro- Harcombe, delightful refreshments
lina.
were served.—W. C. B.

BANQUET ENJOYED BY
TAU BETAPLMEMBERS

COLLEGE 4-H CLUB
TAKES NEW MEMBERS
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SOUTH GAROLINA ENGINEERS AID INDUSTRY

THE TIGER

(•RANK T. WATKIXS
ADDRESSKS STrDENTS
(Continued from page 1)

"Every man
man he makes
better the job
his character

"WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18, 1931

must live with the E'SiS »Ea «.S« SSa « x « « «" ?: 5 " " a « ¥JLs
of himself, and the
he does in molding
and improving hi =

is inviting an outside speaker to
DUKE UNIVERSITY
address the students on present d:;>
questions and matters of practical
School of Medicine
importance.
Mr. Watkins' address
DURHAM. N. C.
was received with, keen interest 011
the part of both students and faculApplications for admission to the first
ty.—W. G. A.
and third year medical classes entering
October 1, 1932, should be sent as soon as
It will be well for any of you who possible, and will be considered in the
are thinking of running for the presi- order of receipt. The entrance qualificadency in the future to remember that tions are intelligence, character, two years
the locusts will be with us again in of college work and the requirements for
1948.
That year will certainly be a grade A medical schools.
Catalogues
bad one for the White House.—William and application forms may be obtained
Castle, Jr., Under Secretary of State from the Dean.

:-;. JUS _a an y.:::: ::::::::X,S » « ~~~ 5]
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Well, Fellows! Thanksgiving is about here!

Plans to mobilize the nation's engineer sbehind President Hoover's program
to end the depression are announced by
the American Engineering Council. The
aid of more than 1000,000 engineers will
bf- enlisted in a movement to increase
and to stabilize employment, and to prePrices right on Nationally Advertised Clothes
vent the adoption of unwise legislation,
Federal, state, or municipal.
The Council will work with the relief organization set up by the President
under the headship of Walter S. Gifford,
president of the American Telephone and
Long Topcoats
Telegraph Company, who is a member
f^SSM^SME^MBSS^SBM!SBIS^SBB&
of the American Institute of Electrical JBWHasiSHHHHSBraSi
Engineers. The aim, it was said,, is not
only to promote emergency measures but
R. O. T. C. Men come down and get fixed up
to develop sound permanent employment
policies throughout American industry.
Take Orders for Their Requirements in Hosiery.
F. J. Chesterman of Pittsburgh, vice
president and general manager of the
Make that extra cash you need this season. WonderBell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
ful opportunity. Write
has been appointed chairman of a naa
. FASHION HOSIERY COMPANY
tional committee to direct the engineering effort, which will be carried out in
Box 715
High Point, N. C.
detail by committees to be named in
every state. These committees will coa2E]lMSK(H!!I?l!:T:?!533!^
operate with the industries and with civic
$m$B&s^^mm&'&mmMmsmmmmMiMmmmMiMMMMmi^m®fflS'gi<£f^SMMgiBigig&
and business bodies.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR THAT NEW SUIT
SEE ME ABOUT ONE TODAY

§]

122.00 UP

$15.00 AND 20.00

YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS WEAR HOSE

Iboke Sloan

In South Carolina the work will be
in charge of a committee headed by J.
A. McPherson of
J. E. Sirrine and
Company, Greenville.
Other members
of the South Carolina committee are
Harwood Beebe, consulting
eng-ineer,
Spartanburg,' S. B. Earle, professor of
mechanical engineering, Clemson Agricultural College, Clemson College Station ; T. Keith Legare, vice president of
the Carolina Concrete Pipe Company,
Columbia.
"The American Engineering Council,"
the announcement declared, "feels most
emphatically that the immediate answer
for unempoyment is jobs; that tlie
spreading of man-hours is the most essential expedient for stabilizing employment that can be suggested at the present time.

"Of course
I smoke Luckies
— they're kind to my throat
"Of course I smoke
Luckies —I thought everybody did.
They're kind to my throat —you
don't hear them in the microphone.
And that's a very neat little
handle on your new Cellophane wrapper/'

"The situation calls for very active,
concerted and well-considered efforts to
provide employment for as large a number as possible now, and especially to the
development of plans which will forestall
any large increase in unemployment next
winter.
"Undoubtedly the attitude of mina
accounts for the sharp decline in purchases being made by those who have
not suffered material, if any, reduction in income and whose continued Income is as safe as anything in life. Today many who have employment are not
spending because of fear of what may
happen. They are fearful that they may
lcse their jobs or have their income
.sharply curtailed.

You may be interested in
knowing that not one cent
was paid to Miss Claire
to make the above statement. Miss Claire has been
a smoker of LUCKY STRIKE
cigarettes for 5 years. We
hope the publicity herewith given will be as beneficial to her and to Samuel
Goldwyn and United
Artists, her producers,
as her endorsement of
LUCKIES is to you and to us.

i^c^-^
i Ina Claire wasn't content with being
an acknowledged ruler of the American
stage—now she's capturing Hollywood,
too! Here she is in one of those stunning
Chanel creations she wears in Samuel
Goldwyn's production, "The Greeks
Had A Word For It," a United
Artists' picture. Don't miss that picture.

"It would be exceedingly helpful to
restore a sense of security. Therefore,
employers are urged to at once notify
all employees whom they know they are.
going to keep on the payroll that their
incomes will not be reduced for some
definite period of time. This alone would
be very effective in restoring confidence
and stimulating business.

Made of the finest tobaccos —The
Cream of many Crops—LUCKY STRIKE
alone offers the throat protection of the
exclusive'TOASTING" Process which includes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays
— the process that expels certain harsh,
biting irritants naturally present in every
tobacco leaf. These expelled irritants
are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE.
"They're out—so they can't be m/" No wonder
LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

WITH THE ALUMNI
Mr. and Mrs. John Bernard Faust.
Glendale, Cal., announces the birth of
a son, Lucien Cornelius, on Friday,
October 23, weight seven pounds and
ten ounces.
In a letter received a few days ago
from R. S. Hood, Jr., '14, he earnestly
requests that anyone having a copy of
Taps for 1914, which is available for
sale, get in touch with him, and state
s
e price wanted.
It is hoped that someone will be in
a position to help Hood in this matter
for he is very anxious to secure this
copy of the yearbook.
Any information addressed to R. H.
Hood, Jr., 1558 S. Vandeventer Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., will be greatly appreciated.
Hood is now district sales representative for the J. G. Brill Company in St.
Louis. .

•A-ls Miss Claire's
Statement Paid
For?

t*

It's toasted

Your Throat Protection- against irritation -against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE;60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance
orchestras, and Walter Winchell, whose gossip of today becomes the news of
tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N.B.C. networks.

*r

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight—Ever Right
The Unique Humidor Package

Zip—And it's open!
See the new notched tab on the top
of the package. Hold down one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.
Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique! Wrapped in dustproof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean,protected, neat, FRESH! —what could be more
modern than LUCKIES'improved Humidor package
-so easy to open! Ladies-the LUCKY TAB

is-your finger nail protection.

»,
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
PALMETTO

LITERARY SOCIETY

Glenn, N. B.
Chaplain
Green, O. H.
Literary Critic
Woodside, J. P.
Sgt.-at-arms
A most interesting program followed.
O. W. Lloyd gave an impromtu talk on "Te Honor System".
J. E. Simmons entertained with
the banjo; J. Metz was the joker,
and P. M. Booth was the literary
critic. Mr. J. E. Lewis praised the
work of the society and related
several instances where literary
work was of incalculable value.
—E. L. M.

social upon the invitation of Mr.
Holtzendorff. The club assembled
in the cabinet room, and Mr.
Holtzendorff welcomed them.
A
■ihort talk on Morals was presented
by "Holtzie", and the members held
an informal discussion of this talk.
After this discussion, refreshments
were served and the Club adjourned
to the picture show for the remainder of the evening.

The Palemtto Literary Society
held its regular weekly meeting in
the Society Hall Thursday evening,
November 15.
O. H. Green, first
term president, presided over the
election of officers for the second
term in the absence of B. D. CloanDAIRY CLUB
inger, second term president.
The following men were elected
The regular weekly meeting of
FIRST SERGEANTS CLUB
to office:
the Dairy; Club was held in the
Cannon, H. F
Vice-President
Dairy building on Thursday night.
Newman, J. B.
Recording Sec.
The First Sergeants Club met at Prof. Goodale was the faculty speakMorris, E. L.
Cor. Secretary the Y on Monday evening for a er for the evening.
He made a

PAGE THREE
brief talk on the International Dairy
Congress to be held in Copenhagen
this winter.
Mr. Steele read a
very interesting article on the same
topic of which Mr. Goodale spoke.
The meeting proved to be an extremely interesting one.

AGRONOMY CLUB HOLDS
FIRST MEETING
The Junior and Senior students
taking Agronomy assembled for
the first meeting of the year, Monday, November 16. This being the
first meeting, plans were discussed
for the year.
It was decided to hold regular

meetings and to secure an interesting speaker for most of these meetings.
Doctor Collings, the speaker of
the evening, gave a very interesting
talk on the experimental work that
is being conducted at the present
time in Europe.
It was also decided to change
the name of Kappa Alpha Sigma to
The Agronomy Club.
The officers of the club are W.
C. Bowen, president; J. H. Dean,
vice-president, and O. H. Green,
secretary and treasurer.
Delightful refreshments were served through the courtesy of Captain
Harcombe.
—W. C. B.

Never parched? never toasted

AMELS are FRESH
in nature's own mild way!
.ErfVERYONE knows now that Camels are the fresh
cigarette.

ing. They need no parching or toasting to make them
smooth, palatable, cool.

If inquiry went deeper, it would reveal that camels
are the natural moisture cigarette.

That's why the Camel Humidor Pack is such a boon
to Camel smokers —it preserves the freshness, flavor,
natural moisture, fragrance that are in this fine cigarette to start with.

That's important, because in handling fine tobaccos, when you process out natural moisture, you
sacrifice freshness and flavor too.
Camel smokers needn't worry about that, because
Camels are blended of fine Turkish and mild Domestic
tobaccos that are never subjected to violent processJR. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's
CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Morton
Downey, Tony Wons, and Camel
Orchestra, direction Jacques Renard,
every night except Sunday, Columbia
Broadcasting System
^—-~^^

Camels are fresh in nature's own mild way, and if
you want to see what that means in unalloyed smokeenjoyment, switch to them for just one day — then
leave them, if you can!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

Coast-to-Coast Radio Programs

Winston-Salem, N. C.

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR, Alice

Joy, "Old Hunch," and Prince Albert
Orchestra, direction Paul Van Loan,
every night except Sunday, N. B. C.
Red Network
oee local paper for time

t^AMELS
Made FRESH - Kept FRESH

9 Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from your package of
Camels after you open it. The Camel Humidor Pack is protection
against perfume and powder odors, dust and germs. In offices and
homes, even in the dry atmosphere of artificial heat, the Camel
Humidor Pack delivers fresh Camels and keeps them right until the
last one has been smoked

©1931, R. J. Reynolds Tob.cco Comp.ny
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flunking which in the end will only cast an uncreditable reflection upon himself, and by such exaggerated statements place
many others in undeserved embarrassing situations?
Upperclassmen, in making this concession have cast the die,
and now, freshmen, the rest is up to you!
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
. _i4k>E, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
Soutn Carolina.
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EDITORIAL
THE FRESHMAN SITUATION
One item that is continually coming before the student body,
and others concerned, of every school in the country, is the
"problem" of dealing with freshmen. Once again Clemson
has had to give this situation serious thought.
Omnious reports eminating from the Rats in the direction of
home concerning the treatment of the new-boys has led to
great pressure being made to bear on our president, Dr. E. W.
Sikes. This time it was not the usual, story of hazing and unusual brutality, but a complaint of not being able to study sufficiently to pass the required studies. It is a coincidence that
the wails of the young hopefuls were first heard with the publishing of the first deficiency reports of the term.
Of course, there must be an explanation for deficiencies in
scholastic work, and what would be more logical to the ones
back home, who do not know the facts of the cadet's daily
life, than a complaint of their time being detracted from study
hours in order to run errands for upperclassmen, or perform
other traditional duties.
The reports were evidently believed in every case; one glance
at the stack of letters on Doctor Sikes' desk verifies this. Such
reports may be received and believed by people on the outside
of the Tiger domain, but anyone who really knows the living
conditions of the cadets, and the regulations governing the allotment of their time for various purposes, will at once realize
the utter falseness of such statements. Cadets have in the
past found plenty of time to keep up with their freshman
work, and is there any reason why the present class of firstyear men should not be equal in the abilities required to make
passing grades?
It is the opinion of every upperclassman in the corps that a
freshman, if he applies himself, can pass every subject with
good grades by taking advantage of the study hours granted
every night beginning at 8 o'clock, with the exception of weekends when it is 9 o'clock. After these hours the* freshmen are
not allowed to visit other rooms, and cannot receive visitors.
This regulation has been rigidly enforced for the last three
years.
However, after such a howl from the freshmen following
their reports, and the subsequent letters from irate parents,
the Senior Council, having in mind its duty to have everything
in as near a state of complete coordination at all times as is
possible, made a recommendation that the freshmen be granted the additional privilege of having all vacant hours between
8 o'clock and 12 o'clock of all week mornings, and 9 o'clock
until 12 o'clock on week-ends as more time in which to study.
This recommendation was accepted by Doctor Sikes through
the Commandant of Cadets, Colonel Munson, and is now in
effect.
Whether or not this privilege will be appreciated and
made use of by the Rats is yet to be seen. We hope that it
will, but in case the situation is not improved, what will be
the next excuse sent out as a vindication of the new-boy's
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Now we know how it feels to
crash into news after one feeble attempt of two weeks ago appearing
in The Greenville Piedmont
We
were rather pleased to see that the
cadet who sent the clipping to The
Piedmont, in answer to a recent
Carolina clipping found in the same
paper, declared our article to be
the expression of the corps of cadets. The element of surprise was
also present, since we were by no
means sure that our column was
persued by the students, the majority of whom prefer the jokes. In
answering attacks by other schools,
we always try to express the viewpoint of as many as possible, and
to never use this column as a
means of taking slams at other
schools.

The thirteenth anniversary of the
Armistice has come and gone. The
people of the United States, in the
hurly burly of events which followed the World War, have forgotten the war's many horrors and
brutalities—except for a few lonely
wives and mothers.
A new element has crept into the
lives of the people of the United
States in the last few years; a
thing that has insidously wormed
and writhed its slimy way upward
until it is beginning to make itself
felt strongly in certain circles—
"Communism".
After the war was over and
peace had been formally declared,
the United States, realizing her awkward position in the last war due
to unpreparedness, determined not
to be again caught lacking officers,
and accordinly established the Reserve Officer's Training Corps.
The R. O. T. C. is extremely
beneficial to any young man fortunate enough to have an opportunity of becoming a member. It
is valuable to him, not only for
the monetary return, but also for
the training in leadership and individual quick-thinking which he
receives.
And now, these peace-loving,
sneaking, hypocrites are striving to
tear down the R. O. T. C. These
people are not all Communists—
not by a long shot. Many of them
are good pious people who think
that war is sinful and that battles
can be won with hymn books or
folded hands. These are the same
people who "benevolently" spend
large sums of money to keep the
African cannibals furnished with
nice tender missionaries, or to supply the "Heathen Chinee" with
torture victims. They are too absorbed with their missionary work
to see that their own countrymen
are starving to death in the back
yard.
This deteriorating influence has
been felt for some time at the University of Florida and at many other places. So far, it has not been
felt at Clemson. and furthermore,
it is not going to be felt here!
There is not a man at Clemson,
Citadel, V. M. I., or at any similar
institution who is stupid enough or
white-livered enough to think that
a "war can be won, or an International peace assured, "by turning
the other cheek" and throwing
away our weapons.
In case of
another war, these same Pious Pacifists will be singing another hymn
and begging us to enlist and give
our scientific knowledge of warfare,
and probably our lives too, to our
country—while
they remain
at
home and "do their bit" in social
welfare work.

not be a dead investment as in the
case of a uniform, for a plain black
sweater is something that can always be worn, whether one is at
school or off on a week end. Then
to, it would go a long way toward
improving the health of the Corps.
Many cadets would rather expose
themselves and contract a cold than
bother with a blouse.
We are not suggesting that a
sweater be adopted, but as this is
the opinion of a large num'ber of
There are many cadets who have
students,' the present Senior class repeatedly requested members of
would do well to give the matter a THE TIGER editorial staff to give
little thought and consideration.
various subjects attention in the
college newspaper. These requests
The lovable Gamecock has sunk have been complied with as nearly
to the depths of biting an opponent as possible, but at times there are
on top of the head, as evidenced things that are not consistent with
by the near-scalping of Fleucie the policy of this paper, or, in the
Stew.art in the Furman-Carolina opinion of the Editor, not consisgame. If the "Fouls" become much tent with the feelings of the enmore degraded ,they will be pecking tire student body as a whole.
the toe-nails off their next oppoHowever, beginning now there
nent.
will be an Open Forum which is
being inaugurated for the bene:
Converse students get "sat." on fit of such cadets w ho have sometheir studies when their grades are thing which they believe worthwhile
This is your
satisfactory. Clemson students get for a discussion.
"sat on" too—when t'heir grades column. Do not take advantage of
it only in case of complaints, but
are unsatisfactory.
if anything is done worthy of commendation
do not hesitate in givFollowing is an extract of a letter that has been brought to our ing it all just credit.
attention; "Fellows, it is a bad.
All articles addressed to THE
state when an Alumnus of our TIGER, Box 14 7, or delivered to
school asks 'What in the h— is Room 802 will be published, but
wrong with the spirit at school?! such articles must be signed by the
What it? Where is the rare old writer if they are to receive conspirit that used to make you loosen sideration.
your larynx and jar your ancestors
THE TIGER is always ready to
yelling "Give them Hell, Tigers".
stand up for anything published in
Perhaps the answer lies in the its columns, and you should toe willfact that the teams are the fighters ing to stand up for your own poliand have the only "intestinal forti- cies and attitudes.—J. E. B.
tude" left in this school The men
that have not enough urge to attend the <pep meetings and yell at
the games are becoming too numerous at Clemson. They are spineless, as jelly-flsih, and have turned
the natural color of gold. The sooner the college is rid of these men
the better it will be for all con- Minaret Club Secures Speakers
cerned".
On Architecture

Many students are wondering,
and have been wondering for a
long time just why Clemson haa
never adopted an official fatigue
sweater. There are many pros and
cons to the question of course.
One man states that a sweater is
too "prep schoolish".
"The cost
i prohibitive", another says. There
have also been many statements
made favoring the adoption of a
sweater; many more students are
in favor of the idea than are against
it.
Any uniform is "prep-schoo'1'sh"
for that matter, and surely a comfortable sweater is no more so than
a stiff,
awkward,
uncomfortable
blouse. Naturally, a sweater would
cost a little bit extra but this would

Professor Sherman will make a
short talk on the "Control of Termites".
Termites have drawn the
attention of engineers and entomologists since they have proven very
destructive to all types of structures.

OPEN

FORUM

* »1

ARCHITECTS ANNOUNCE
INTERESTING PROGRAM

Perhaps every man at Clemson
could solve the "spirit problem" if
he were given leeway. It is the
opinion of this column however
that the students are not entirely
responsible for this lagging in the
duty to the Alma Mater.
Why cannot the Athletic Board
give the students a break and. have
some home games?
This year's
schedule brought two teams; and
neither aroused any of the real
competitive spirit.
A majority of
us would have gladly traded them
both for the Citadel game, or Tennessee, or even N .C State.
It's
really hard to arouse spirit when
the team only trains here, and when
the games are played, we see them
through the eyes of the papers.
The University of Georgia has had
a better home schedule this year
than has Clemson in the last four
collectively.
Does that tend to
mold a spirit? Or is it a fault ot
the student body?
No, we arc
only students here, helping support
athletics, and praising Allah that
we have rats to attend the pep
meetings.
The present depression has been
caused more or less by the great
carry-over of the cotton and wheat
crops.—If a carry-over is of any
aid, our last graduationg class is
doing its bit. Our carry-over this
year was of neat proportions.

The Minaret club has announced
a meeting to be held Thursday evening in Riggs Hall that should prove
to be of great interest to Engineering and Architectural students.
An unusually interesting program
has been arranged, and a large attendance is expected,. Several talks
on topics of current interest are to
be presented.
Professor Garodemos will talk on
the "Architecture of Ancient and
Modem Greece". This talk should
engage the attention of everyone
interested in Art. Professor Carodemos is especially well asquained
with the subject.

DR. MULL1N WILL,
DELIVER ADDRESS
Dr. Charles E. Mullin, on leave
of absence from the Clemson College Textile School, will address
the North Carolina Section of the
American Chemical Society at Raleigh, North Carolina, on November
20 upon "Chemistry in the Textile
Industry."
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Vesper services were held, in the
Y. M. C. A. auditorium at the regular time Sunday Evening.
In the
absence of Waiiace Fridy, K. E.
Nueasner presided. The speaker of
the evening, Theo Vaughn, was introduced alter a prayer by Dan
Lewis.
Vaughn was formerly assistant Secertary of the Y here but
is now connected with Boys' Cub
work through the state. The purpose of his talk was to bring out
the qualities essential to success in
life. To make this more vivid, he
compared each essential to the work
of a certain backfield man in a
football team.
For the fullback, he assigned, the
quality of Ability.
Regardless of
our pesronality or influence with
"men higher up", we will never succeed if we do not 'have the Ability
to put our stuff over. We must also have the ability to dig in and
work until we have realized our
ambitions. Edison once stated that
90 per cent of his genius was perspiration. We will never And life
a bed of roses and if we do not
have the ability to overcome obstacles we should never expect to succeed.
To the blocking halfback, the
quality of Perosnality was alloted.
In the business world it is absolutely necessary to be able to get
along with other people. The best
place to learn to do this is right
here in school.
The people with
whom we come in contact here are
the same as we shall meet in our
business life.
There are several
things that many of us do that detract from our personality but which
can be easily corrected.
O'ne of
these is being unfriendly. This is
entirely unecessary and can easily
be corrected.
It never hurt any
one to drop a friendly word here
and there. Also, we should guard
against trying to make the other
man or his works seem small. Every one is the hero of his imagination and it will do us no good to
try to knock his idol from its pedestal.
The quality of Cooperation was
given to the other halfback.
Regardless of our Personality or Ability 'we will never be able to run
the world by ourselves.
In any
business, whatsoever, cooperation is
the keystone. It is teamwork that
makes our football teams; our
schools; our industries; our nation.
He assigned the quality of Vision
to the quarterback. Regardless of
your Ability to Cooperation in putting your Personality across, it will
not be of any advantage if you do
not 'have the Vision to direct these
in the right paths. Victories have
been thought out before they were
fought out.
I n conclusion, Vaughn stated that
Christ is the coach behind, our game
of life and that if we want to make
the team we must play by his
rules.—W. J. B.

and table manners. At the clOLe
of his talk Lt. Johnston answered
a very interesting talk on eiquette
to certain points of etiquette. The
! meeting was closed with a few sentence prayers.
—C P. W

CLEMSON DELEGATION
MAKES TRIP TO'RAMA
Various Colleges and Points of
Interest Visited While
Enroute
Thursday afternoon at two-thirty a
group of fifteen cadets, G. F. Kirchner,
G. A. Black, J. R. Cooper and P. B.
Holtzendorff, departed from Clemson in
the "Y" bus with Montgomery, Alabama,
as their destination.

The group arrived at Emory University at 6:30 and there took dinner and
then looked over the library and other
points of interest of the university. At
»
nine o'clock the Clemson Cabinet met
with the Emory cabinet with Dr. Smart
as the speaker of the occasion. After
Bare "cupboards" or overstocked ones
this, tables have been developed showing
the talk by Dr. Smart informal discus—are costly in any industry. In the Bell
just how much of any item should be
sion was lead by Mr. Patterson, the
president of Emory "Y".
System a safe margin of telephone supstocked to meet requirements most ecoFriday morning the party left Atlanta
plies must always be on hand to assure
nomically. Result: investment in stock
for Birmingham, Ala. They arrived at
is kept low—turnover is speeded-up —
continuous, efficient service.
Birmingham about noon and there were
99.25% of orders are filled without delay!
Telephone men attacked this problem
guests of the American Cast Iron and
Pipe Company. After lunch Mr. Spears
The working out of this formula is
of distribution in a scientific spirit —
an alumnus of Clemson, arranged for
typical of the thought Bell S)'stem men
studied every angle of purchasing, shipthe party to look over the plant. The
give ta improving the telephone art in
ping,
warehousing,
costs,
methods.
There
rapid inspection of the plant was exemerged a mathematical formula. From
all its phases.
tremely educational. To see the process starting with pig iron then in completion a cast iron pipe was very interesting. Then the group gained permission to enter the Tennesseee Coal Iron
and Railroad Company's plant and
there noticed the pig iron turned into
large steel sheets. A tour of the city
proved very interesting and then the
A NATION-WIDE
SYSTEM OF
I N T E R - C O N N E C T I N G TELEPHONES
party divided into groups and stayed at
^►^►^^►^►^^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^^►^^^►^►^^►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
various homes in the city.
Early Saturday morning the nineteen
men moved on to Maxwell Field to
take a little ride through and among the
clouds. Upon arrival the commanding
officer greeted the party and asked them
to sign for the ride and then jump into
parachutes. "Red" Williams, who once
attended Clemson, was the pilot. With
six Clemson men at a time Williams
took the boys soaring into the air. Each
group stayed in the air about ten minutes. From the plane a clear view of
Maxwell Field, Montgomery, and the
surrounding country composed the
thrill of the flight. Montgomery was the
next goal and then the Clemson-Alabama
football game afforded entertainment for
the afternoon. A cheering section was
organized and the small Clemson section was continually cheering the Tigers
in their desperate effort to hold the Al:
abama Tide. After the game the men
went to Auburn to look over the college and meet with the Auburn Cabinet.
After
the men looked over the college
JUNIOR COUNCIL
they went to several of the fraternity
houses and there were met with a corThe Junior Council held its regu- dial welcome. After the regular motion
lar meeting immediately after sup- picture at the "Tiger" theatre the manper on Thursday evening, Novem- ager was generous enough to contribute
ber 12 in the club room of t'he to the pleasure of the Clemson trip by
Ol
Y. M. C. A.
After the meeting offering a free pictuure to the boys
had 'been called to order by the from Carolina. This was appreciated b\
vice-persident, a portion of scrip&
everyone present.
ture was read by H. J. Webb, and
Sunday morning, with the objectives
the group was led in prayer by Mr.
G. H. Aull. Lt. O. R. Johnston, of the trip accomplished, the touring exP. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
speaker of the evening,
made pedition was brought to a close and the
a very interesting talk on eiquette. bus was headed for Clemson. After a
In a general way he discussed good short stop in Atlanta and Gainesville,
manners, and he explained especial- the Cabinet arrived at Clemson after a
ly 'manners with respect to intro- very educational and inspiring tour of
ductions, dances, and the theatre Georgia and Alabama.—C. P. H.
►♦♦♦>♦♦>
♦:-♦<
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ed that Doctor Daniel was the own- Goose look like an amateur.
The society is grateful to Professer of "the coat" that scored such
Thursday, Nov. 19—Will Rogers in a signal success. At the conclusion or and Mrs. Philpot and Rab Mansof the act Rab Mansfield led in a field for the success of the party.
"Young as you Feel."
—E. L. M.
group of games that made Mother
Friday, Nov. 20—"Waterloo Bridge"
Saturday, Nov. 21—Morning show "Waterloo Bridge". Afternoon show "Secret Service"
Sunday, Nov. 22—News Reels.
Monday, Nov. 23—"The Spider" with
Ed Lowe and Lois Moran.
OF COLGATE'S RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
Tuesday, 'Nov. 24—"Sin Talks Holiday"
You
get FREE a 25c tube of Colgate's Ribbon DenWednesday, Nov. 25—"Sin Talks Holtal
Cream
with each article! Buy as many articles
iday"
Thursday, Nov. 26—"Consolation Mar- I
as you want. Think—a whole year's supply of
riage"
1
toothpaste FREE
PICTURE SCHEDULE

I CELEBRATING COLGATE'S 125TH ANNII VERSARY FREE A LARGE 25c TUBE

iMi

.

with your purchase of any of these famous toiletries
Dr. Daniels: "My wife went to
A. S. M. E. HOLDS SOCIAL
Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream
25c
the country and I haven't sen her
Palmolive
Shaving
Cream
35c
:or a month."
The members of the Clemon"
Cadet: "What, a month?"
Colgate's Rapid-Shave Cream
35c
student branch of the A. S. M. E.
Dr. Daniels:
"Yeah,
what
a enjoyed a social given at the Paris?
Palmclive Shave Lotion
50c
month."
house on Friday evening, November
Colgate's After Shave,
50c
13.
"almolive
Shampoo
50c
Red Fordham: "Girlie, the handThere was a short intermission
Vaseline Hair Tonic
No. 1 bottle 40c, No. 2 70c
somest man in the Clemson Corps in the dancing -while an entertainis about to crush you in his arms." ment was staged by Professor Ph:'
Girlie: "Oh, won't you protect pot and G. W. Lee. Professor Pli !
He drank the nector from her lips me from .him?"
pot in the guise of a magician ps: As by the fire they sat,
formed phenominal feats of ■ ■ n
The ultimate in women's clothes—
OFFER STRICTLY LIMITED—IT WILL NOT LAST
And wondered if any other guy
to feel the coolest and look the centration and magic that held hiHad ever drunk from a mug like hottest.
audience spell-bound. It is rumor- uifcTja^giaiaHiafgraHKiifl^
ssssss&a
that.

A man touring Europe sent back
a picture postcard bearing this
message:
Dear Son:
"On the other side you will see
a picture of the rock from which
the Spartans used to throw their
defective children. Wish yiou were
here.
"Your Dad."

JOE SLOAN'S

Porter: "Check your bag, sir?"
Salesman: "Yes, and put it on
ice.

Sweet Young Thing: "Dammit."
Nice Old Lady: "My Word."
S. Y. Thing: "Pardon me, I
didn't realize I was plagiarizing."
A divinity student named Tweedle,
Once wouldn't accept his degree
'Cause it's tough enuf being called
Tweedle,
Without being Tweedle, D. D.
Times are so hard this year and
the seat of our trousers so thin
that we can sit on a dime and tell
whether it is heads or tails. By
the time Hoover serves two more
years, we can tell the date on the '
dime.
■

Near Sighted Old Man: (to crying child: "What is your name,
little boy?"
Child: "John Smith."
Old Man: "Ah, another college
boy on a spree."
i

"This will
remove your
bad
breath," assured the hangman to
the criminal as 'he adjusted the knot
around his neck.
Flapper (after marriage
ceremony): "Thank heavens, that's over |
Have you got a cigarette, Bishop?
When better dates are made they
won't be blind. Ask the man who
phones one.
Imagine the embarrassment of
the vacuum cleaner salesman who
once inquired of the President's
wife, "Have you a little 'Hoover'
in your home?"

They keep tasting better
and better to me!"

Little Nell: "I'm a mind reader
and if you like I'll read your mind."
Ed.. Morris: "Very well, my proud
beauty, let's hear you begin."
"Come
again," suggested
the
hotel owner to the absent-mnded
professor, "and bring some towels
back with you."

Every Chesterfield is like every other oneNo matter how many you smoke, the last
Chesterfield of the day is just as smooth and
sweet—as cool and comfortable—as the first.
They're milder, too! Chesterfield uses
only mild, ripe, sweet tobaccos—the smoothest and ripest that grow.
Notice, too, how white and fine the paper
is. It's the purest that money can buy.
All this care... to make Chesterfields taste
better—to make them milder. And millions
of Chesterfield smokers say it in their own
way—"They Satisfy!"

Alcohol is a great thing for anyone who wants to go thru a revolving door with his arms full of
bundles and push the door with his
stomach.
"Black boy, how did you get all
that soot on yo' coat?"
"That ain't soot, Carbona, that's
dandruff."
When a boy trades his fraternity
pin for a girl, there must be something wrong with the pin.
She: "They
in a factory
craftsman."
He: "Yeah, I
!She: "Well
your work for
factory."

tell me you work
and you're quite a

GOOD.. .they've got to be good!

make dolls by hand"
get your mind off
a while. This is no
© 1931. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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TIDE ROLLS OVER TIGERS
IN CONFERENCE GAME
Bob Miller Only Threat Presented by Clemson
A surging, rolling Crimson Tide,
rivaling the Wade, teams of bygone
years, surged over the Bengals last
Saturday at Montgomery, to the
tune of 74-7; dealing the Tigers the
severest defeat in the school's football history.
From the start to
finish it was all Alabama, and only

Clemson gridiron history for the past four years was pain- once were the Tigers able to threatfully re-enacted on the tragic afternoon of November 14, 1931 en. Late in the first quarter with
when 'Bama's Crimson Tide unleashed its harnessed fury and
turned into a veritable Tidal wave to inundate Clemson's scoring hopes, and the surrounding country with a flood of touchdowns.
No national recognition was hanging in the balance as was
the case agaist Mississippi in 1928, Kentuccky in 1929, and
Tennessee in 1930.
Were these teams so vastly superior to the Tiger teams?
Were
they as superior as the overwhelming scores might seem to indicate?
They were not. All of which leads
to the question—"What is the reason for such defeats?"
Year after year, since 1928, have
the Tigers climbed the steps to
gridiron fame, and then take a
tour outside of the state and fall
a victim to an ignominious defeat.
An out-of-state complex is what it
is.
Of course no gridiron fame has
been achieved this year, but journeys to Tennessee and Alabama are
mute evidence of the ever-present
complex, and it seems like South
Carolina will have to extend its
borders some 250 miles if Clemson
ever expects to attain a perfect
record.

AND NOW THE SCORE
The
avalanche
of touchdowns
which Alamama cut loose was the
worst defeat ever handed a Clemson team.
Previously the highscoring mark was held by Camp
Hancock, a service team, which
walloped the Tigers 66-13 in 1918.

FURMAN NEXT
And now that another game has
passed by, Neely will start priming
his men for the annual struggle
witb Furman on Turkey day. Neely
granted h'is charges a much-needed
holiday on Monday, but started
to work again Tuesday in an effort to wipe ont the stigma of the
Alabama footrace.
With Furman apparently having
a decided edge over the Bengals because of their 3 3-7 victory over
the Citadel, and Clemson's 6-0 loss
to the same outfit, the daily ballyhoo in and around the vicinity is
very much in favor of the Hurricane.
Still the cadets do not seem
to be- worrying much about the outcome of the struggle.
There are
still such things as upsets, esgame last year,
pecially when one thinks of the
Clemson, especially against Furman, likes to be the underdog. The
victory will be all the more sweeter.

RATS
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The
Furman
"Little
Breeze"
make their debut on Tiger soil
this week, and the minature edition
of the Hurricane is not any slouch.
They hold a victory over the Biddies, and tied Georgia at seven all.
Both of these teams won decisive
victories over the Cubs.
This means that the Cubs will
be in for a hard day.
However, when one recalls their
savage play last year when doped
to lose by several touchdowns, no
caustic fear need be felt.
They
threw a sudden calm around the
"Breeze" and their opponents were
lucky to eke out a 2-0 win.
The Cubs are far superior to last

year's team, and when the combination of Woodward, Robinson, Stevens, Ward and Spearman swing
into action in their final game,
trouble will be brewing.

wears away.
His passes were sure
and certain and h:s running was
very effective, considering the game
as a whole.
With a team in the
shape that the Tigers were, Bob
certainly deserves a lot of credit
for his work.
It is highly gratifying that even
the usually unsentimental sports
I writers lauded the spirit of the
[Jungaleers. The Bengals fought to
the very last, and according to the
writers, at the final few minutes,
the Clemson line broke through
and almost succeeded in blocking
an Alabama kick.
It is interesting to note that the
Crimson Tide employed only two
punts during the entire game. One
came in the first quarter, and the
second in the last. It was the latter that the whole Tiger line rushed and almost grounded.
Perhaps it is unconventional to
allow sentiment to enter sportanic
comment, but every encouragement i
should be given the team and Coach
Neely for filling Cramton Bowl with
real Clemson fight, and showing to
the bitter end that a Tiger may
be down, but it is never out.
—B. J. A.

THE BASKETEER8
And now that all the pigskin
chatter will soon be a thing of the
past, except of course, the Ionsharanguing over the ultimate choice
of the All-American and All-State

SO 8

^li <_ c £T/©^

Passed superbly in the Alateams, and other minor things, we'bama game. He has developed
turn our attention to the court . - . «
* ,
into a line back.
game
Jess Neely and Bob Jones will ' the Tide leading by 13 points, Lamhandle the basketeers this year.
bert intercepted a pass and stepped
Two members of last year's quint, off a neat bit of ground.
A penGibson and Ted Crain, will be ^Ity placed the oval on the one
among the missing. A big loss, too, !yard line and Fredy Hook crashed
but the men behind the guns will'over for the score.
Miller booted
try to supplement their loss by a the extra point.
host of reserves from last year, and j
The first period was not at all
a classy crew of sophomores who a barometer of what was to follow,
went through a tough schedule un- aven though the Tide chalked up
defeated last year against tough op- thirteen points in this stage. Soon
position.
after the kick-off, Chapelle, a fleet Plays a consistent end at all
Wertz has improved
'Bama back, traveled around end for times.
83 yards which is enough to score greatly this year.
in any man's football game.
This
LEATHERPUSHERS
was followed by a determined march
KNUTE ROCKNE
Hampered toy the "mennie" out- on the part of the Tide for 63 yards
By Grantland Rice
break last year, the Tiger mittmen and another marker. It was at this
In measured beat I hear your teams
are making an effort to get an early stage that the Tiger team made itsmarch by,
start this year.
lone threat.
A pass to Fleming, a
Dim ghosts of yesterday, whose
Captain Heffner, U. S. A., will penalty, and a line smash by Hook,
work is done;
probably have them in charge, but and the score was over that preAnd where young April's glow
thus far no organized practice has vented a whitewash.
should light the sky
been held.
The second quarter brougbt on a
There is a shadow now across the
A 6 3 yard march and
Handicapped by inexperience in field meet.
sun.
their only two engagements last Long went over for the Tide's third Oh, spirit brighter than the flaming
yeaT, the enthusiasts of the manly marker, Tucker kicked the point,
ship
art of legalized assalt and battery and the score was 20-7.
At this
That drew you downward on life's
did not fare so well, but even after period, Coach Thomas sent his first
final trip.
losing two men by' graduation thejstrinS in and a march from the 50
team sould be better prepared to : >"ard line was good for the next First Eichenlaub—and then upon
meet all comers.
score. A few plays later, with the ,
his way
Captain Rueben Seigel and Man- ball in Alabama's possession, Cain The brilliant Gipp careens across
ager P. L. Rogers will handle the and Holley worked their famous
the turf,
affairs of the team.
spinner play and netted 31 yards; A flaming comet none might hold
Cain scored, Mosely missed the
at bay
point.
As your forward wall sweeps forDON'T BE ALARMED
Soon after the third stanza openward like the surf,
ed, Cain and Holley scored three And Johnny Mohardt flips a pass
If your radio starts sputtering more touchdowns.
Cain's run was
once more
in the midst of a hectic play, don't for sixty yards. Clemson attempted Where Anderson or Miley wait to
think your announcer has the hic- a pass which was intercepted by
score.
coughs. Maybe he's trying to twist Holley and turned into a touchhis tongue around some of these: down.
And then among the old dreams
Martinez-Zorilla—who is only one
An entirely new team took the
that remain,
-man although he plays like twins field at the opening of the fourth That from the darkness shift and
for Cornell—Jompeo Toigo, Chica- quarter and literally swept the Ti- gather form,
go end—Roy Oen and Myron Ubl gers off their feet. Chapell passed I see Pour Horsemen ride across
of Minnesota—Ver Doght, of Cen- to McMillan who stepped thirty
the plain
tral College, Iowa—Neidziocha of yards for a score; Chapell inter- And strike as lightning hurdles
Boston—Dick Fenci of Northwest- cepted another Tiger pass and stepthrough the storm,
ern, Dza/mba of Columbia, Ejizzii of ped 42 yards for another tally; And after this there comes the
North Dakota, La Baove of Drexel. Causey scored the eleventh touchclosing thrill
down that cinched 'Bama's victory Of
Schwartz,
Carideo,
Savoldi,
AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT
on a pass and a line play from
Brill. '
the three yard line.
Solomon directs the play at Ucla.
It certainly seems that a score And now the curtain falls.
Yes,
There's Lotz of St. John's and Few of this nature would offer some alibi
other teams
of Duke.
or have a reason. The only logical Upon remembered fields will hold
Day and. Knight are co-captains at one is that the Tide played a
their sway;
Bam Houston.
different team than the Tigers who But will they bring the same far
A Bishop and a Churchman play at faced
Carolina
and
Oglethorpe.
lasting dreams
Lafayette.
They were found wanting.
To span the sunset of an older day?
There's Ham of South Dakota Mines,
Almost all of Clemson's yardage What master brush will paint for
and Egge of Auburn.
gained, came through the efforts
weary eyes
Heck of W. & J. is trumped by of Miller.
He seems to get more After a flame rode down the westDamit of Illinois.
and more potent as the season
ern skies?

SEVEN

S P ORTS
BENGALS WILL MEET
HURRICANE THAN KSGIVIXG
(Continued from page one)
the former by four, giving the Hurricane a five touchdown advantage ovei
the Jungaleers in so far as the Citadel
is concerned. However, the presence of
a certain psychological effect cannot be
entirely overlooked in the case of either
game, and then, too, nobody has eve1;
proved the wisdom of trying to prove
anything by statistics, at least as far as
football is concerned.—W. L. L.

HOW THEY STAND
Year
1896
1902
1914
1915
1916
1917
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
19 27
1928
1929
1930
1931

TOTALS

Clemson
14
28
56
94
7
38
67
7
0
0
6
7
0
0
0
0
27
7
12

Furman
6
0
0
0
6
0
7
7
14
0
20
6
3
26
30
28
12
6
7

1
• 370

?

178
—E. R. K

She prefers
A PIPE
(For you)
HER name is Ruth. She's a popular
co-ed on a famous campus. Yes,
she'll have a cigarette, thank you (and
smoke it very prettily). But for you she
likes a pipe.
That's one smoke that's still a man's
smoke. (And that's why she likes to see
YOU smoke a pipe.)
There's something
companionable
about a pipe. Friendly, cool, mellow . ..
it clears your mind,
puts a keen edge on
your thinking.
And you sound
the depths of true
smoking satisfaction
RUTH
when you fill up its
bowl with Edgeworth.
There, men, is a REAL smoke. Choice
mellow burleys, cut especially for pipes
—blended for the man who knows his
fine tobaccos. It's cool, dry, satisfying
—and you'll find it
first in sales, first
choice of smokers,
in 42 out of 54 leading colleges.
We'd like nothing
better than to
drop in tonight
and toss our own
private tin across
your study table.
But since that can't
YOUR smokebe, just remember
a pipel
that you can get
Edgeworth at your dealer's—or send
for free sample if you wish. Address
Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St.,
Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive elev- fp^
enth process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—EdgeworthReady„ EXTRA ,
N'OH GRADE
Rubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
is.
sizes, I5f* pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.

THE .LIVING GOD
By Dr. Toyohiko of Japan
I want to give my personal testimony to the Living God and His
loving kindness through Christ.
When I was about ten years old I
was sent to a Buddhist Temple to
study the teaching of Confucius.
Evertime I came across the passage
concerning purity and holiness I
said to myself that it was not possible for me to live a pure and holy
life, I thought that I was destined
to live such a loose life like those
of my father and my elder brother.
For after my father died my elder
brother had become the heir and
the head of our family. He kept
many concubines and lived such
a licenious life that I could then
understand what a prodigal life
meant. When I was about fifteen
years old my brother lost all of
'his property through his loose living and died in Korea.
I was
then sent to my uncle's house to
live. There I lived like an orphan,
a very lonesome life. My life has
never been as dark nor* my environment so terrible as in those
days.
However about that time I was
miraculously led to the Bible Class
of an American missionary where
I went to learn English. But the
more I studied, the English Bible
the more real and beautiful life of
Jesus Christ became to me.
Before that time I had learned something about the theory of evolution and I concluded that there
was no God. I thought that there
was no hope, no salvation when
once a man had gotten into wicked
ways. I thought that that was the
end of him. But when that beautiful :pasage of Jesus Christ came
to my ears, ringing like a Christmas bell, new life came into my
soul.
I was completely changed.
Jesus said: "Consider the lilies how
they grow, they toil not neither
do they spin, and yet I say unto
you, that Solomon in all his glory
was not arrayed like one of these."
That gave me an altogether new
conception of life. As you know
we have many beautiful flowers in
Japan, but until that time I had
never considered why flowers were
so beautiful.
But when I was
sick and. poor, and left like an orphan in the wilderness of life, the
thought of God's handiwork manifetsed in the .beautiful flowers like
lilies was an entirely new revelation
to me. That led me further to the
thought of the real power of the
universe, the living God.
Then I
knew that if God cares even for
the 'humble flowers in the field
even more does He care for man.
So I determined to live a simple
life like the lilies of the field trusting God to the uttermost.
After
that I went to the slums of Kobe.
That was about twenty-four years
ago. When I recall His most wonderful ways how He has led me
through many dangers and crises
all these years, and enabled me to
help others who
have been in
troubles more than I could do in
my own power, I cannot but believe that God is not dead but is
living.
Now let me tell you what God
has done for our nation. A short
time ago an American asked me
whether we needed Christianity in
Japan or not.
He told me that
Japan already has good religions
like Buddhism and Shintoism; why
seek for another? Up to the time
Protestant Christianity reached Japan seventy-two years ago, we had
only a vague Idea of wihat life is.
Buddhism taught us that life is but
an illusion, that there is only hope
beyond our present world. "Neither
had Shintoism any definite idea of
the living God. But when we were
taught through the teaching of
Christ that the Creator of the universe is our Father and that we
are the sons of God, our views of
life has completely changed.
So
too with respect to women and
children. Up to then women were
looked down upon and forbidden
to visit many sacred places; child-
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ren had no place in home life. But
through the coming of Christianity
the conception of purity in the
home, and loving kindness among
neighbors, and movement for peace
and temperance became commonplace in Japan.
Many pieces of social welfare and
philanthrophic work have .also been
started largely by leading Christians.
Polygamy has been almost
abolished;
licensed quarters for
prostitutes are now gradually being
done away with. These programs of
social reform came into existence
only after Christianity came to Japan. For Christ showed us the
reality of life respect for labor;
purity of heart, brotherly kindness
between men,' and peace among nations.

OLD GOLD'S NEW PACK
BANS BOLGING POCKET

fresh and untainted under all cli- after long concentration; and that
was even before cigarettes had been
matic conditions.
perfected by the manufacturers of
The new, handy package is available in cartons of a dozen, contain- Old Golds.
ing 144 cigarettes—enough to provide cerebral relaxation for several
"man-days".
Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers.
-Tennyson.
Although this has nothing to do
with the 12-pack, Darwin said that
few things brought him the pleaMost schools in America today arv;
sure and relaxation of a cigarette parroting facts.—John Gould Fletcher.

The problem of how to carry a
package of "tailor-made" cigarettes
in a tailor-made suit of clothes,
without bulging the pockets of the
latter, has been solved!
A new and handy "twelve-pack'
has been produced byj Old Golds, gBEHHaHSISISI^
which will repose in the side pocket
without betraying its presence or I
destroying that "form-fitting" effect.
Men who are not silhouette conscious, will also appreciate the new
and amaller package, because it
can be crowded into an already
bulging pocket without threatening
COMPANY BASKETBALL
the seams.
D
The twelve-pack, of course, like
RESULTS FOR WEEK
the standard twenty-pack, is wrapped in moisture-proof cellophane,
In the games Monday, Company
so that the smokes will stay crisply
B lost to C with a score of 27 to
13. A beat the Drum and Bugle
Corps 4 9 to 1 and E defeated H
05
a
29 to 25.
(3 3
3
On Tuesday, Company I beat G
T-t
56
24 to 22, the Staff lost to M 29 to
■s
This is the Best Five Dollar Shoe Made
19 and D won from I with a score
-HK>
of 35 to 22.
%^4
BEE
Wednesday the Drum and Bugle
P
Corps lost to B in a 2 0 to 7
^
w
85
game and C beat the Staff a close
5
game 26 to 23.
74
In the games Thursday, ComPft
I
pany E beat M 19 to 11, I lost to
<*p
?
HH
G 51 to 10 and. D beat K 30 to 8.
P
*Hh
U '
*""
F company failed to play a
S
■game this week due to a mix up
S*
I
B
in the schedule.
Every company
O
aS^
—
seems to be taking lots of interest
p
o
•nd have put out some excellent
(9
Pteams.
ia»ii>a»M»0<iiKiri^aitfiKi»iM^^^
)
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Overcoats & Shoes

WE SELL VICTOR FIVE SHOES FOR $4.50
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flavorings thct burn into cling-

ITH

OLD GOLDS

ing, stcining, and breath-taint-

The marriage ceremony doesn't

To prolong that honeymoon

demand it. But the Newlyweds

charm, smoke pure-tobacco OLD

who take OLD GOLDS as their

GOLDS.

wedded choice in cigarettes are

smoker's couch can come from

showing a nice consideration
for each other.

0/

-5>SS^O'

ing vapors.

No throat rasp, no

their clean, sun-ripened, r.atureflavored tobaccos.

And they

For OLD GOLD is a pure-tobacco

leave no objectionable ode-

cigarette . . . 100% natural-fla-

either on your breath cr cl-

vored.

ing, or in the room.

Free of those greasy

© P. Lorillai J

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH .

NOT A COUGH IN A CARLO
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